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Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

5 minutes 53 seconds
Average attendance time 7 seconds faster. 

YTD Response Time

11,993 Safe and Well 

Checks delivered to high 

risk households

168% increase in the number of Safe 

and Well Checks carried out to high 

risk households.
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2096
Safe and Well Checks 

delivered to high risk 

households

Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

228%
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District Commentary Gateshead

The number of injuries from all fires has decreased compared to this time last year with a reduction in those caused as a result of fires in the kitchen.  All of these injuries were slight and were dealt 

with either by precautionary checks or first aid at scene.  An article promoting fire safety in the home, produced for the Gateshead Council’s Spring edition magazine reached over 95’000 properties in 

the borough, and this, coupled with the distribution of magnetic fire safety fridge thermometers to every high rise property in Gateshead will continue to reinforce key fire safety messages in the home 

within West District.  

To further protect our community from injury, there have been 1097 Smoke detectors fitted, 363 heat detectors fitted and 2096 Safe and well visits conducted in Gateshead during this reporting 

period.

The number of accidental dwelling fires has also decreased from this period last year however kitchen fires continue to account for the majority of these incidents.  We continue to work closely with 

Gateshead Council to deliver education to all residents and use a combination of social media posts and on scene advice by crews.  All accidental fires are followed up by prevention teams and crews 

will continue to identify those dwellings which have experienced a fire where no smoke alarm was fitted.  This information now forms part of our operational intelligence Safe and well targeting 

approach and give crews more autonomy in identifying the most vulnerable areas within our communities.  

To support this approach, operational staff now have access to Gateshead Council’s Local Indicators of Need (LIoN) data which allows us to identify those communities most at risk and ensure our 

activities are focussed in our high risk communities.

Within Gateshead District, 86 Safeguarding referrals have been submitted during this reporting period by fire service personnel.

Deliberate secondary fires have risen in 2021/2022 compared to 2020/2021.   Following the success of a multi-agency initiative in Beacon lough work continues with increased engagement with local 

schools and a concentrated fire stoppers campaign to reassure residents and identify those responsible.  This will be replicated in Allerdene with Fire and Gateshead Council leading the initiative.  

Recent ASB in Saltwell Park culminated in the loss of the historic bowling pavilion.  A major multi-agency initiative led by Fire saw teams target over 163 properties for Safe and Well visits and 

distribute over 400 fire stopper leaflets with the assistance of Northumbria Police.  This lead to the identification and arrest of those responsible and a significant reduction of activity within the park 

itself.  Multi-agency work in Birtley has also led to the identification of individuals responsible for deliberate fire setting in the Durham road area.  This has resulted in the introduction of an engagement 

project with crews at Birtley Fire Station and subsequent JFEP referrals for follow on support. Bridges and Chopwell wards continue to show high levels of deliberate fire setting and Crews have 

increased multi-agency schools and youth engagement in these areas with the results being monitored by district management. 

Within Gateshead, 46 Post Fire Engagements have taken place which have led to 38 arson engagements with businesses in the district.

Throughout the borough crews have begun to adopt the ReportIt tool to support the district deliberate fire reduction strategy and following the recent ASB review by Gateshead Council, Fire will 

continue to drive deliberate fire reduction within the borough. 

Alarms from non-domestic properties have seen an increase compared to the same reporting period last year with medical and education sectors recording the highest number of incidents despite 

being part of the RBAP.  Despite the majority of these actuations occurring outside of the RBAP timeframe, we will continue to work with all effected premises and trusts to further reduce unwanted 

alarms.   

Alarms from domestic properties have also experienced a slight rise YTD with the majority of these activations being triggered by cooking in premises of multiple occupancy.  We continue to work in 

partnership with Gateshead Council and will be delivering fire safety messages through the resident’s engagement group direct to the occupants of these premises in the coming months.  Working 

with Care call we have identified that, from November 21 to March 22, of the 5894 linked alarm activations within the Gateshead area, effective call challenging by Care call meant that the Fire 

Service were only required to respond to 80 incidents.  The predicted demolition of several high rise properties within the borough will also reduce these incident types and we will work closely with 

Gateshead council to ensure those residents with vulnerabilities are safe and well in their new homes. Page 19
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2759
Safe and Well Checks 

delivered to high risk 

households

Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

255%
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District Commentary Newcastle

Page 28

Unfortunately there has been 1 recorded death attributed to the effects of a fire within the property where they lived. A Fire Investigation was carried out in conjunction with the Police and a fire fatality case 

conference was convened and meetings held with external partners to discuss issues with their procedures.  

Across the district year to date we have seen an increase in the number of injuries from all fires including those from accidental dwelling fires, although a significant number were First Aid given at the scene and 

precautionary check recommended, across Newcastle district we have seen a big increase in the number of people attempting to tackle the fire and being injured, Operational crews and P&E staff will emphasise 

the dangers of tackling the fire whilst conducting Safe and Well Visits and will utilise different communications streams to get message out to the community.

Accidental dwelling fires have shown a small increase compared to last year  with kitchen fires also showing an increase on last year, with the lifting of Covid restrictions Operational crews and P&E staff are now 

fully engaging with communities across Newcastle and 2759 Safe & Well visits have been completed with 1319 Smoke Detectors and 305 Heat detectors fitted.

Throughout the year 145 safeguarding referrals have been submitted to partners with 137 being adult referrals and we will continue to work with partners to identify and protect the most vulnerable in the 

community. 

Deliberate Secondary fires have seen an increase year to date with Elswick, Walker, Benwell & Scotswood, Byker and Denton & Westerhope Wards. Wheelie Bin fires have increased significantly across those 

wards with crews and partners carrying out local initiatives to educate and inform the community around wheelie storage. 

In Elswick Ward where crews were being constantly targeted by groups of youths local multi agency working has proven successful following action by Northumbria Police, Newcastle Council through their 

enforcements teams and by utilising Body Worn Camera footage and CCTV from appliances. Within Benwell area the service is engaging with partners as part of the Clear Hold Build initiative to create links into 

the community.

The Walker Park area has seen further multi agency work to address Anti-Social behaviour with local problem solving groups and the sharing of information from Power BI across partners assisting with rapid 

intervention.

The outer west area of the district has shown an increase in incidents with wheelie bins being the main area of concern and a joint campaign about the dangers of setting wheelie bins on fire in and around 

underpasses was highlighted by all partners. Going forward crews will utilise the Reportit uplift tool across Newcastle district as aprt of ASB reduction 

Unfortunately across Newcastle we have seen a significant increase of attacks on firefighters with 36 Year to date compared to 5 in the previous year with 26 of these incidents involved objects thrown at 

personnel or appliances.

Alarm actuations from non domestic properties has shown a small increase however across medical facilities there has been a significant fall and engagement continues with the NHS trust to reduce actuations 

further.

Student Halls is the highest offending sector in total although this is a small reduction. The highest offender being Market House, engagement continues with the management company, as of 31st march all Fire 

Alarm amendments had been made by the company, future performance will be monitored.

Alarms from domestic building have shown a small rise  and Local managers continue to work with housing providers and P&E Dept through monthly meetings to address any trends and staff carry out direct 

contact with occupiers to offer advice and support.
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2319
Safe and Well Checks 

delivered to high risk 

households

Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

122%
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District Commentary North Tyneside

Page 37

There have been no fire deaths in the year to date across North Tyneside 

Following increases in accidental dwelling fires during the previous 3 quarters across the district and with the lifting of Covid restrictions operational crews and P&E staff have 

been able to fully engage again with the community and pass on vital community safety messages face to face to the most vulnerable, and this has seen a decrease year to 

date on number of injuries and accidental dwelling fires.

Although Kitchen fires continue to be the location of the greatest number of Accidental dwelling fires  using the targeted approach of advice around safe cooking and ensuring 

combustibles articles are not to close to the heat source we have seen a reduction in these incidents in the last Quarter, however we have seen a large increase in the number 

of fires spread from external areas of the properties and also within domestic garages and utility rooms and these will feature in guidance given to occupiers going forward.

Across North Tyneside District operational crews and P&E staff have carried out 2319 Safe and Well visits, fitted 1168 smoke alarms and 358 Heat detectors.

There has been 73 Safeguarding referrals during 2021/22, 70 of those were adults, we will continue to work with partners to identify and protect the most vulnerable in the 

community.

Year to date there has been an overall increase in number of deliberate secondary fires and after good work in Valley and Riverside wards in Q3 we have seen a marked 

increase with the number of incidents.  Power BI data has been shared with partners and the Valley ward in particular has been highlighted as an area of concern.  Additional 

resources and patrols will be deployed into this hotspot area including the use of mobile CCTV. Firestoppers continues to be promoted by the Service with partners. 

A robust plan for North Shields has been established and numerous partners and agencies are committed to ensuring the area is as safe and enjoyable to live as possible.  

Riverside, Chirton, Preston and Tynemouth wards all cover parts of the area within the plan which will run until 2023 and despite secondary fires remaining relatively stable for 

Q4 it is hoped the efforts and actions of all partners on the regeneration board will lead to a reduction of incidents.

Year to date across North Tyneside crews have had to deal with 12 incidents of violence whilst attending secondary fires, 4 of these involved objects thrown at crews or verbal 

abuse fortunately during this time no injuries were reported. 

False alarms from Non domestic properties continue to decrease across the district with management teams and Fire Safety working with premises that have repeat 

actuations to identify and address issues.  
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1329
Safe and Well Checks 

delivered to high risk 

households

Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

159%
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District Commentary South Tyneside

Page 46

There have been no fire deaths in the year to date across South Tyneside.

Following increases in accidental dwelling fires the previous 3 quarters across the district and with the lifting of Covid restrictions operational crews and P&E staff have been able to fully engage 

again with the community and pass on vital community safety messages face to face to the most vulnerable, this has seen a decrease year to date on the number of accidental dwelling fires. 

However the number of injuries from all fires has increased, although a significant number of these were given either first aid at the scene or precautionary checks recommended.

Kitchen fires continue to be the location for most incidents of accidental dwelling fires, although there has been a reduction compared to last year using a targeted approach by operational crews and 

P&E staff.

Across South Tyneside Operational crews and P&E staff have carried out 1329 Safe and Well visits fitting 710 Smoke detectors and 209 Heat Detectors.

There has been 43 safeguarding referrals made during 2021/22. Out of the 43 Safeguarding referrals 40 of those were adult we will continue to work with partners to identify and protect the most 

vulnerable in the community.

Year to date there has been an overall increase in deliberate secondary fires with the highest incidents in Beacon and Bents, Primrose, Cleadon and East Boldon, Simonside and Rekendyke Wards. 

The Local Station Manager continues to work with neighbourhood Police, CAF members and partners including STC youth services to address hotspot areas identified on Power BI  and crews will 

utilise the new Report It tool going forward to increase the number of uplifts for fly tipping within South Tyneside.  

A targeted approach to identifying persons involved in deliberate fire setting proved successful.  As a result of collaboration and local intelligence, joint home visits were undertaken by Police and 

Fire Service to engage with young people which led to a reduction of incidents in some areas. Although there has been a rise in deliberate fires (LI16) across South Tyneside, ongoing community 

engagement by operational crews and the P&E department will hopefully see a reduction in these figures.

The local Station management team alongside partners in South Tyneside Council and Police also identified a number of disused buildings where ASB was an issue.  Hampshire Court, Chuter Ede 

Community Centre and the Queens Public House are three locations prioritised recently for additional enforcement patrols and security, this has also resulted in a reduction of incidents. Moving 

forward these will be addressed with site visits and local councillors will be invited to highlight the problem of deliberate fires.  

Year to date across South Tyneside crews have had to deal with 5 incidents of violence whilst attending secondary fires all of these involved objects thrown at crews, fortunately during this time no 

injuries were reported. 

Alarm actuations from non domestic premises have shown an increase over the reporting period across the district, with management teams and Fire Safety working with premises that have repeat 

actuations to identify and address issues. Local managers use the Power BI dashboard to share information with Partners to reduce further actuations from Education and Hospital facilities. South 

Tyneside Trust are now included in the RBAP from 1st January and there has been a reduction in number of attendances.

Following work by operational crews and P&E staff after identifying trends using the Power BI dashboard there has been a small reduction in number of alarm actuations from domestic properties 

involving cooking and burnt toast. Operational crews and staff will continue to use the corporate communication team and partners to address and reduce number of incidents further. 
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3490
Safe and Well Checks 

delivered to high risk 

households

Safe and Well Checks 

to High Risk 

Households

132%
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District Commentary Sunderland

Page 55

Following a fire fatality within Sunderland district a fire fatality case conference was carried out with internal departments to identify the Services interactions with the deceased.

Sunderland district continues to see reductions in accidental dwelling fires and significant reduction for injuries from all fires with over half of the injuries received addressed with first aid at the 

scene. With the lifting of Covid restrictions Operational crews and P&E staff are now able to engage fully with the community providing fire safety advice and providing detection equipment to 

the most vulnerable across Sunderland.

Year to date Operational crews and P&E staff have completed 3490 Safe and Well Visits fitted 1985 Smoke detectors and 396 heat detectors 

Throughout the year 116 Safeguarding referrals have been submitted to partners 108 of these were for adults and we will continue to work with partners to identify and protect the most 

vulnerable in the community.

Deliberate Secondary fires have continued to increase compared to last year across the area with Redhill, Hendon, Millfield, Silksworth and Southwick having the highest incidents, however 

working with the SARA project Southwick has seen a reduction year to date. 

Wheelie Bin and Loose refuse continue to be the main cause of Secondary fires across Sunderland and the service continue to work with partners through multi agency initiatives to reduce 

Anti-Social Behaviour activities and utilise such projects as the Sara Project, Beacon of Light foundation and the Community Boxing Hub at Sunderland Central Fire Station for diversionary 

activities. To assist with loose refuse and fly tipping uplift, the new Report It tool used in conjunction with Power BI will assist both operational crews and partners to identify and uplift items 

quicker. By using historical data from Power BI enables targeting strategies to be formulated for the year ahead. 

The SARA project continues to receive accolades and awards externally and the area as a whole continues to improve with community and partner cohesion. A further project in the Hetton 

ward HALO (Hetton Aspiration Link Opportunities) has had its inaugural strategic meeting and terms of reference agreed which the Fire Service will be involved with to help improve the 

community aspirations.

Watches across the district in collaboration with blue light partners and the voluntary sector are attending schools assemblies to highlight the danger and consequences of ASB fires and 

activities upon the local community. The district continues to work with relevant departments within the council to address hotspot areas such as the former Farringdon Police Station, 

Backhouse Park and within the Houghton and Hetton area.

Across the district there has been 23 attacks on crews with over half due to objects being thrown at staff or vehicles fortunately no injuries were reported.

Alarm actuations from Non Domestic premises continue to decline across the district with the RBAP fully embedded at Sunderland Royal Hospital and other medical care facilities these 

numbers will continue to reduce. 

Domestic Alarms actuations also continue to reduce with P&E working with Gentoo and other partners to address actuations and we will continue to monitor and carry out follow up 

interventions with the most vulnerable and repeat actuations. 



Look Forward  
2022/23
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Service Delivery Look Forward 2022-23

The Site Specific Inspection programme for 22/23 is underway with circa 586 sites to be inspected throughout the reporting 

period.  Within this phase all high rise premises will be re-inspected and evaluated, improving our response to such 

incidents.

All crews will now visit our regional COMAH sites four times per year having re-classed them all as upper tier for the purpose 

of inspection.  This is a major step forward in ensuring our response to incidents at these premises is as efficient and 

effective as possible.

High rise exercising will continue in to 22/23 building on initial Immediate Building Evacuation exercising carried out in 21/22.  

Gateshead council are now sharing Local Indicator of Need data (LIoN). Crews in Gateshead will be using this to target 

households in most need of Safe and Well advice based on reliable data. 

Gateshead Council’s ASB review is well underway with the Check phase now complete.  The findings of the review will be 

reported on in Q1. 

Across Gateshead District all Crews will continue to develop the deliberate fire reduction strategy and consolidate ties with

NP community policing teams and council partners who now regularly attend WM meetings).  Ongoing ASB reduction work 

across the borough will continue to develop in line with this. 
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In North Shields, a plan detailing long-term proposals for the regeneration of town centre and the surrounding area is in place 

and will run until 2023.  The plan aims to deliver positive change by making the town centre and surrounding area an even 

nicer place to live and spend time. A range of future interventions and community initiatives are set out which are key to 

achieving this change.  Key partners include North Tyneside Council’s Local Environmental Services, Communications and 

Marketing Team, Public Protection, Regeneration, Community Protection, Security Team, People Commissioning Services, 

Northumbria Police, Nexus, Home Group and the Fire Service.   

A Fire Service led ASB reduction project within the Sandhill area of Sunderland aims to work with local schools through 

community engagement and school initiatives to prevent the rise of ASB within the area.

A project is being started to work with partner agencies and Northumbria Police in the Houghton area of Sunderland to look at

ways to reduce ASB in the local area.

In Sunderland the Service will undertake overt patrols with partners using the newly acquired Sunderland City Council Drone. 

Clear, Hold and Build initiative within Newcastle will see the service and partners link in with hard to reach communities.

Partnership working  around the outer west to address wheelie bin and anti social behaviour.

Embedding of initiative around Walker Park and ASB issues with urban green, YHN, and Northumbria police.

Service Delivery Look Forward 2022-23
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Fire Safety Look Forward 2022-23

During 2022/23 our Fire Safety Team will be subject to a major restructure and recruitment campaign. The redeveloped Fire Safety Team will help us 

deliver our Risk Based Inspection Programme, Post Fire Engagement, Community Hot Strikes and Arson engagement. 

With the use of Power Bi and CFRMIS, local fire safety managers will engage with every non-domestic premises involved in a fire. The new 

appointment of an arson liaison officer and four grant funded fire safety auditors, provides the department with a greater capacity and capability to 

positively reduce the impact from arson within our communities. 

The Fire Safety Act 2021 received Royal Assent in April 2021, and as such was made law.  The legislation will ensure the department can have an 

even bigger impact on the safety of our community, particularly in high-rise residential properties.

By continuing to upskill our operational staff in fire safety it will allow us to engage and audit more non-domestic premises.

The Unwanted Fire Signals (UwFS) group will continue to work to reduce the burden of false alarms on the service. A review of the current UwFS

policy will be undertaken and involve all Service stakeholders from SD, PE and DI.  In addition, the group will progress the charging policy as 

previously agreed by the Fire Authority.

The newly developed LGA Joint Inspection Team (JIT) will allow the service to work collaboratively with the local authorities to promote compliance 

within high-rise residential properties. This work will help increase the level of safety in these buildings.   

The development of Fire Investigation will continue as the service works towards ISO/IEC 17020:2012: Conformity assessment — Requirements for 

the operation of various types of bodies performing inspection. Staff will continue to develop towards Level 5 qualifications and more FDO’s will be 

trained to support the FDO rota. The Service will look towards VR technology to support the ongoing competency of all FI trained staff. The 

accreditation process will help develop a more consistent approach to fire investigation and increase the levels of prosecution against arsonists. 
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Communications Activities Look Forward 2022-23

Our Communications and Corporate Affairs Team are implementing an annual calendar that will be informed by 

historical data and plan in communication activity to offer prevention advice at times of the year where we see 

spikes in certain incident types. This includes messaging to address increases in anti-social behaviour and attacks 

on firefighters at key dates throughout the year.

The team will also continue to work closely with the Prevention and Education Department to run educational 

campaigns to target areas where we can impact on the behaviour of residents and local businesses. This will 

include a campaign to increase the number of safeguarding referrals we get from the public about vulnerable 

individuals and also a campaign aimed at trying to reduce the number of injuries sustained in a fire by discouraging 

individuals from tackling fires prior to the arrival of TWFRS.

Our Communications and Corporate Affairs Team will be seeking to develop a central register of community 

newsletters to include fire safety information that will supplement the existing communication channels used by the 

Service to offer advice to members of the public and local businesses.
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Prevention and Education Activities Look Forward 2022-23

The department has undertaken a full review and is now introducing a re-structure to modernise and optimise our performance. This 

includes recruitment of specialist personnel and moving from central engagement team to district delivery model. By basing ourselves 

in the heart of our communities we will increase local knowledge and improve targeted engagement, providing the right interventions, 

to the right people, at the right time.

We have introduced an online virtual safe and well check allowing residents of Tyne and Wear to receive home fire safety advice on a 

computer, tablet or smart phone, anywhere, at any time. Upon completion, where identified TWFRS will make  contact to arrange a 

visit for a physically delivered safe and well check and fitting of free fire detection equipment. This will increase the number of residents 

that we can engage with and make safer every year.

Re-launch “If only we’d known” a historic campaign that encourages the public to inform us of specific risk factors relating to people 

they know, allowing us to make contact with them and offer advice and equipment to reduce the risk of injury from fire. 

We will continue to work with Service Delivery and external partners, including attendance on the Regional ASB Group and the 

Focused Deterrence working group, to identify ways to reduce the number of deliberate secondary fires. To support delivering a 

reduction in anti-social behaviour including deliberate secondary fires we will publish our Deliberate Fire Reduction framework.

Over the coming year we will provide support to local authorities by delivering safe and well checks and provision of fire safety advice 

booklets translated into Polish and Ukrainian for the Sponsored Homes for Ukrainian families initiative. 

To improve our local knowledge and ensure we target the most vulnerable members of our communities, we are working to secure 

data sharing protocols with key partners, particularly health. This will enrich our targeting strategy, ensuring we have a good knowledge 

of those who are not only at risk of a fire occurring in their home, but those residents that would have increased difficulty in escaping in 

the event of a fire.
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